
Warzone Resurrection Errata/ FAQ 1.2 April 2014 
 
 
 
Errata v1.2 (GREEN changes in v1.1, RED changes v1.2) 
 
Page 31, Aim Action 
CHANGE sentences from:  
Aim Action – A Model can spend one Action Point to gain a +2 Modifier to RS and +2 to the Ranged Weapon’s St in the 
same Activation Phase. The Modifier is added only to their first Ranged Attack in the case of Model’s weapon with a RoF 
higher than 1. If an Aim Action is used to make a Ranged Attack at a Vehicle, the Player can use this Action to select the Hit 
Location instead of rolling for it. This action cannot be used with Template Ranged Attacks or Psychic Powers. 
 
TO 
 
Aim Action – A Model can spend one Action Point to gain a +2 Modifier to RS and +2 to the Ranged Weapon’s St in the 
same Activation Phase. The Modifier is added only to their first Ranged Attack in the case of Model’s weapon with a RoF 
higher than 1, additionally  if an Aim Action is used to make a Ranged Attack at a Vehicle, the Player can use this Action to 
select the Hit Location instead of rolling for it. This action cannot be used with Template Ranged Attacks or Psychic 
Powers. 
 
Page 33: Critical Force/Critical Damage 
Add sentence : “ Regardless of Modifiers the Critical Force/Critical Damage can never be higher than (4)” 
 
Page 60: “Making a Ranged Attack with Shotgun Template Weapons”: 
CHANGE sentence from: Make a RS test as normal with 1D20 for each Model within the Template.  
TO: Make a number of RS tests equal to the RoF of the Shotgun Weapon for each model within the template. 
 
Page 67: Psychic Fight 
 
ADD sentences: General Rules: If not stated otherwise, a Squad can cast more than one Psychic Power in the same Game 
Turn, but may not cast the same power twice. 
Designer’s note: Shooting Powers follow rules of Making a Ranged Attack, thus a model can only make one Ranged Attack 
regardless of the type (Psychic or normal Ranged Attack). 
 
Page 78: Cards in Advanced Game :  
 
ADD table: 
 

 
 
 
 
Page 79: Cards in Advanced Game : 
 
ADD: A Card with 'Bonded: (X)' rule may only be included in the Player's deck if (X) is included in the Army. The Card 
may still be played during the game, even if (X) is removed from the game.  
 
 



Page 83: Vehicle Move Actions: Tactical Move 
 
ADD Sentence: As a Part of a Tactical Move, vehicles (except for Jet Bikes) can reverse in straight line. 
 
 
Page 87: Vehicles  
ADD sentences, Making a Close Combat at a Vehicle:  
Models making a Close Combat Attack against Vehicles follow the Making A Close Combat Attack rules describe in Close 
Combat section with following exceptions: 
- CC Attacks vs Tanks - the Player can select the Hit Location instead of rolling for it. 
 
 
Page 89 : Point 4: Modify the Weapon Stat line:  
 
CHANGE in the table from : 
Lord / R / +4/+2 To:  Lord / R/ +4/0 
 
Page 89 Point 5, ADD sentences at the end: 
  
A Hero may only take Psychic Powers from its own Army list for points cost listed in the relevant Army section. 
For example: A Brotherhood Hero of the Solar System may only take Brotherhood Psychic Powers. A Bauhaus Psychic 
Warlord is not allowed any Psychic powers, as there are no Bauhaus Psychic powers.   
 
Page 89 Point 5 table  
 
CHANGE in the table from:  
Close Combat/ CC weapon Critical Force (1) - 10 pts. TO  Close Combat/ CC weapon Critical Force (2) - 10 pts. 
 
Page 100-102 Missions 
If playing the Free For All Priority Mission with a Secondary Mission and the Communications Relay mission is your result 
feel free to reroll for a new mission if you would be unable to complete the Communications Relay Mission with your 
current table set up. 
 
Page 105: Corporate Honour Mission 
Change “The mission is worth (X) mission points” to the mission is worth (5) mission points. 
 
Page: 141: 6th “Diggers” Combat Engineer Battalion 
ADD sentence: Cost 20 Points. 
 
Page: 147 Passive: Fortune Favours the Brave:  
 
CHANE sentences from: 
“When fighting an enemy in Close Combat that causes ‘Fear (X)’, Mitch Hunter may once per Game Turn either re-roll one 
of his own RS test, or force his opponent to re-roll a successful Armour test. The player controlling Mitch Hunter may 
make this decision after the D20 have been rolled.” 
 
TO: 
 
“When fighting an enemy in Close Combat that causes ‘Fear (X)’, Mitch Hunter may once per Game Turn either re-roll one 
of his own CC test, or force his opponent to re-roll a successful Armour test. The player controlling Mitch Hunter may 
make his decision after the D20 have been rolled.” 
 
Page 147: Pride, Equipment 
REMOVE:  
Dodge 
 
Page: 155 Passive: Hail Mary 
CHANGE sentences from: 
As the Airborne Cavalry Para-drop onto the battlefield, they fire a salvo of Missiles into the ranks of their enemies. To 
represent this, the turn that the Airborne Cavalry arrive via Rapid Deployment, the range of the HU-E ‘Lance’ Missile 
Launcher is 30” from the point that the Model is deployed. This Shooting Action costs 1 Action Point and must be 



completed by all Models after the Squad has deployed by Rapid Deployment but before any Model is Activated. The shot 
does not need LoS but always scatters (D20/5”). Anti vehicle Missiles cannot be used in a ‘Hail Mary’ Action. If the player 
decides not to use ‘Hail Mary’ the weapons count as fired, but the Models have not used an Action Point. 
 
TO:  
 
As the Airborne Cavalry Para-drop onto the battlefield, they fire a salvo of Missiles into the ranks of their enemies. To 
represent this, the turn that the Airborne Cavalry arrive via Rapid Deployment, the range of the HU-E ‘Lance’ Missile 
Launcher is 30” from the point that the Model is deployed. This Shooting Action costs 1 Action Point and must be 
completed by all Models after the Squad has deployed by Rapid Deployment but before any Model is Activated. The shot 
does not need LoS but always scatters (D20/2”). Anti vehicle Missiles cannot be used in a ‘Hail Mary’ Action. If the player 
decides not to use ‘Hail Mary’ the weapons count as fired, but the Models have not used an Action Point. 
 
 
Page 167, Purple Shark Stats Table 
 
CHANGE value from :  
AP – TO AP 3 
 
Page 177 : Strike of the Panda: 
 
CHANGE sentences from: 
Strike of the Panda: A Squad Commander may be given the Ki Power: ‘Strike of the Panda’ for 15 points. Turn to Burn 2 
Resource Cards to use this Ki Power. If successfully cast, the Squad Commander’s Squad gains the Critical Force (1) for all 
Wound Effects caused whilst Engaged.  
 
TO  
 
Strike of the Panda: A Squad Commander may be given the Ki Power: ‘Strike of the Panda’ for 15 points. Turn to Burn 2 
Resource Cards to use this Ki Power. If successfully cast, the Squad Commander’s Squad gains the Critical Force (2) for all 
Wound Effects caused whilst Engaged.  
 
Page 195 Tambu no. 4 ‘Windrider’ SMG table 
 
CHANGE value from:  
ST 1 TO  ST 11 
 
Page 195 Kunshu Dragon Flame Attack 
 
CHANGE type from:  
Blast (F) to Blast(A) 
 
 
Page 195 Special Skills 
 
ADD sentences: Passive: Glide: When making a Move Action the model can make a Glide Action instead. Place the model 
making the Glide Action anywhere on the battlefield within 7”. It may not be placed on Impassable Terrain or inside any 
Intact Structure. The Model making a Glide Action is not affected by any negative Terrain modifiers. Turn to burn 1 
Resource Card and spend 1 Action Point, the Model can make an Engage Action using the Glide rules, with the following 
exception: place the model within 14”. The Model gains Engage bonuses as normal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Page 232, Power of the Art 
 
CHANGE sentences from:  
Each Brotherhood Squad must take one or two Psychic Powers from the following Arts. The same Power cannot be taken 
more than once per Squad and up to two Art Powers can be cast by each Squad per Game Turn. 
 
TO 
 
Each Brotherhood Squad must take one or two Psychic Powers from the following Arts. The same Power cannot be taken 
more than once per Squad and up to two different Art Powers can be cast by each Squad per Game Turn. 
 
Page 235 Escalation of the Light 
 
CHANGE sentences from:  
 
All Warlords: If the WP test for the Primary Target is passed the ‘Escalation of the Light’ progresses to the nearest Enemy 
Model within 3”. On a D20 roll of 1-17 the nearest Model within 3” receives a Piercing Autohit with a St15 AVV3. Continue 
this for up to 3 more shots (5 in total) modifying the St and AVV of the Ranged Attack by -1 from the previous Autohit (to 
minimum AVV of 1). If there are no previously unaffected Models within 3” of the Model most recently hit, the Escalation 
of the Light dissipates with no further effect. 
 
TO: 
 
If the WP test for the Primary Target is passed and the Primary Target survived, the ‘Escalation of the Light’ progresses 
to the nearest Enemy Model within 3”. On a D20 roll of 1-17 the nearest Model within 3” and LOS receives a Piercing 
Autohit with a St15 AVV3. Continue this for up to 3 more shots (5 in total) modifying the St and AVV of the Ranged Attack 
by -1 from the previous Autohit (to minimum AVV of 1). If there are no previously unaffected Models within 3” the of the 
Model most recently hit or affected Model survived , the Escalation of the Light dissipates with no further effect. 
 
 
Page: 271 Valpurgius, Type 
 
CHANGE from:  Lord TO Warlord 
 
Page 277 
 
CHANGE sentence from:  
Passive: Unstoppable: Razides ignore negative Modifiers to Range. Enemy Models cannot claim Cover when targeted by a 
Razide. 
 
TO 
 
Passive: Unstoppable: Razides ignore negative Modifiers to Range. Razides do not receive any negative modifiers to RS 
caused by Light or Heavy Cover.  
 
Page 279 Hindenburg Incinerator 
 
CHANGE Type from:  
Auto (F) to Blast (A) 
 
 
Page: 283 Necrobeast Riders, Stats Table 
 
CHANGE value from: 
PTS: 145 TO PTS: 125 
 
CHANGE sentence from:  
 
Squad Options: 1 Necrobeast Rider can be added to the Squad for 145 points. TO Squad Options: 1 Necrobeast Rider can 
be added to the Squad for 125 points. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FAQ 
 
All questions are listed by Rulebook page (PDF page) when possible and in page order as well.   

 

No Page - Can a model move through friendly models?  If so, is there a terrain modifier? 

OA: No. PAGE 34 : Designer’s note: Please note, any Model (friendly or foe) counts as Impassible Terrain) 

 

No Page - What is the range of Tatsumoto's 'Leap'? 

OA: Tatsumoto has Leap (5). 

 

Various Pages - Many Doomtroopers/Cartel Agents have a caption that reads “ if (character) is in the army you make take 

up to two units of (something) as Troop choices. Does this apply when the model is included in a Brotherhood 

force/Megacorp force other than their own? 

OA: No, only when they are in their “home list.” 

 

Various Pages -  There are many times a unit may have "One model in X" equipped with a different weapon.  Is that meant 

be exclusive (1 in 4 occurs at 4,8,12) or inclusive (1 in 4 occurs at 1,5,9)? If a unit's max size goes above the exclusive 

value, can you get one more for those extra couple of guys? 

OA: The values are exclusive. No "extra weapon" for the last few men in the Squad- although they can serve as great body 

shields and give you more chances to 'get the gun' if need be! 

 

Various Pages - It is possible in many cases to have a unit in your army that is not from that faction's list.  In this case, can 

you bring their cards from their Army/Squad list? 

OA: All cards in your deck must be from your faction's deck. The only exception to this are if your army includes a squad 

from another faction, then you can include cards that come with that squad with normal number limitations (check the 

bottom right corner of the card to confirm which squad it came with) 

 

Various Pages - In (X) Squad's fluff, it says they have different weapons, equipment or tactics to the rules. Why is that? 

OA: It gives us breathing space for the future. We will be looking at more variants and upgrades in the future for these 

squads. 

 

Various Pages - If a rule is described as 'ignoring Range or LOS modifiers', are rules such as Stalk and Void ignored? 

OA: No, something that ignores Range modifiers ignores something that specifically states the Range is modified. For 

example, Alakhai the Cunning's 'Summoning the Darkness' which reduces LOS, but it does not reduce the RANGE of a 

weapon. If a tactical card is played that reduces the target squad's weapon's Range, the Card is ignored. 



  

Pg 39 (19) -  If a lord joins a squad of troops and therefore becomes a squad leader, does he provide a resource card? 

OA: Yes, the same as any Squad Commander.  

 

Pg 30 (10) - An engaged model has only 1 action point, an unengaged model has 2.  At what point is "Engaged" 

detemrined?  When the unit is activated, or the model? 

OA: The Model. 

 

Pg 31 (11) - Does a model on sentry use its full ROF or 1 shot from that ROF? 

OA: Its full RoF. 

 

Pg 33 (13) - Are the effects of Critical Force cumulative? So let’s say you have a Praetorian Stalker with a strength based 

CF of 2 when engaging with a Reaper of Semi and he rolls a 1, 2 or 3 gaining CF 2 does this stack to CF 4? 

OA: Yes, to a Maximum of 4. 

 

Pg 34 (14) - Can a Vehicle be given a Stun Effect? 

OA: At present, there is no method of giving a model on a 50mm base or larger a Stun Effect that does not first require a 

Wound Effect (which Vehicle do not suffer) or a failed Con test (which vehicles pass automatically unless otherwise 

stated).  Thus, at present... no, it is not possible to Stun a vehicle. 

 

 

Pg 38 (18) - Since the wording of Suppression Fire is "if a squad targeted by 'suppression fire' travels more than 2" in the 

same game turn," Is this based off of total inches moved by every member of that squad or is this based off each individual 

models aggregate movement? 

OA: Each model's individual movement: If a model in the squad moves more than 2", that model must make a Con test. 

 

Pg 38 (18) - If the LMG's are removed/killed is the suppression fire effect ended, or does it remain in play since they have 

already spent their actions? 

OA: It remains in play. 

 

Pg 38 (18) To use a Suppression Fire Special Action, is it required that the entire squad targeted be within LOS and range 

or just one member? 

OA: One member of the squad 

 

Pg 41 (21) - What happens if I fail both attempts to recover from a Break test?  I think the intention is that the models 

keep running, but it doesn't say that. 

OA: Yes, the unit remains Broken until it passes. If it fails both attempts to regroup, it is still Broken and recieved the Free 

move described in Broken Squads (of 2x Movement towardsthe nearest friendly Deployment Board Edge).  

 

Pg 42 (22) - The chart for no. of resource cards is removed in the PDF, are we now supposed to use the one on the 

Advanced game page?  Or was the chart removed by accident?  If we are supposed to use the new chart, then the example 

needs to be reworked as it uses the old values. 

OA: The prior chart from the Rulebook is still to be used for basic games.  

 



pg 43 (23) - Can I really only add a third action point?  Thus meaning that I cannot give a 2nd one to a model that is 

engaged.  Or should it be "To give the selected model (but not a Vehicle) an additional action point; can only be used once 

per Model per Turn." (For consideration here, there are a number of models that inflict a "stun effect" when they inflict a 

"wound effect".  As it stands the models stunned can then do nothing on their activation except recover from the stun 

effect.  This effectively can shut down entire units for the game.  It seems a rather "un-fun" rules mechanic if the stunned 

model cannot "turn to burn" to gain an extra action point. Case in point I'm playing brotherhood and 5 of my unit choices 

can do this, and it is possible to build an entire list that can, as I have a warlord, troops, support, and vehicles that all can 

cause a stun when they wound.) 

OA: The intention is to allow "an extra action point" to non-vehicle models. While the situations where a model can Turn 

to Burn to gain an extra Action Point while engaged are limited (as you cannot attack twice), yes it is possible. 

 

pg 49 (29) - If a model attempts to jump across a gap and fails the Con check, can I reduce the falling from height St by the 

free jump allotment? 

OA - Yes 

 

Pg 50 (30) - In the designers note it says "If a Model attempting to Engage an enemy Model by Climbing fails the Con test 

then it will become disengaged and therefore the enemy Model will be allowed to take a Free Slash."  Is this still true if the 

enemy model is not on the edge of the surface I'm climbing?  For example, the model makes an engage action on another 

model 3" elevated and 3" back from the edge, if the con test is failed doe the enemy model still get a free slash even though 

the engaging model didn't get within CCWR? 

OA: The "free slash" only applies if the edge is within CCWR. 

 

Pg 26  (6) & Pg 54 (34) - On pg 26 under fumble it says "Any Model that rolls a natural 20 for any Skill test may spend no 

further Action Points in the Game Turn. They also cannot ‘Turn to Burn’ any further Resource Cards this Game Turn."  But 

the chart on pg 54 says "If a 20 is rolled -> Model making RS test loses one action point..."  Which is it? 

OA:  Page 26 is correct; table on Page 54 refers to “Shooting Action” only. 

 

Pg 57 (37) - Does a Shotgun ignore the -8 RS penalty for shooting into close combat if you can place the template in such a 

way at to only strike one model? 

OA: No, this is the only RS penalty that applies to a shotgun. 

 

Pg 59 (39) - If I fire an RoF1 flamer directly into a close combat situation, do both models take two hits: one from the one 

striking them, and one from being within CCWR of their close combat opponent? 

UA: Sadly, yes. 

 

Pg 59 (39) - If a model is engaged (ie within it's own CCWR) but outside the CCWR of the opposing model can it make a 

ranged attack with a SFT or FT weapon?  Also in neither the Template Weapons nor the Armory is the weapon type (F) 

defined. 

OA: No, Engaged models cannot make Ranged Attacks. 

 

Pg 60 (40) - If a weapon with ST range has ROF>1, do you place all STs at the same time (i.e. next to each other), do you 

simply put 2 D20 against each target, or do you resolve one template before another is placed? If the latter, if the primary 

target (or all targets) are killed by the first ST shot, can you then fire against another target? 

UA: There is one template placed, and each model within it takes a number of d20 rolls equal to the RoF. There are not 

Primary nor Secondary targets. 

 



Pg 26  (6) & Pg 61 (41) - On pg 26 under fumble it says "Any Model that rolls a natural 20 for any Skill test may spend no 

further Action Points in the Game Turn. They also cannot ‘Turn to Burn’ any further Resource Cards this Game Turn."  But 

the chart on pg 61 says "If a 20 is rolled -> Model making CC test loses one action point..."  Which is it? 

OA: Page 26 is correct. The table on Page 61 refers only to Close Combat action. 

 

Pg 61 & Pg 64 - According to the chart on Pg 61 if a model has an RoA > 1 the player rolls a CC test for the Primary Target, 

and if passed the enemy model receives a wound effect,  the player then decides whether to allocate another attack to the 

primary target or a secondary one, repeating until all the RoA is used up.  The chart on Pg 64 has the same proccess but 

says that Armor Saves should be taken before allocating the reaming RoA.  Which is correct?  Do players roll each Armor 

Save as they occur or after all attacks have been made? 

OA: Table on Page  64 is correct.  

 

Pg 62 (42) -  If a hero successfully counter-charges a model on a small or medium base, does that cause the engaging 

model to stop outside its own CCWR and therefore the engage action fails? Would a successful counter-charge cause the 

engaging model to lose the engage bonus?  

OA: If the counter-charging model intercepts the charger before they are in CCWR of their intended target, the charger 

may not engage the intended target- however, as they are in CCWR of an enemy model (the counter-charger) it is not a 

failed Engage action. If the distance they have travelled is far enough to grant the Engage Bonus, it is still valid. 

 

 

Pg 62 (42) - If I get near an opponent’s model so that my model may strike (in CCWR) Can I do that or do I have to make 

an engage action in order to initiate close combat? If I am not in the CCWR of an opponent’s model, but could strike myself 

because my model has a greater CCWR: Am I counting as engaged? 

OA: In both cases you are engaged and may initiate a Close Combat Action. 

 

Pg 62 (42) - Can a model make a "Free Closing Action" to move closer then the CCWR?  If yes, can a model make a Free 

Closing action to closer then it's CCWR even if it is already with it's CCWR? 

OA: Yes and Yes 

 

Pg 64 (44) - If you have a model between you and a legal target in your CCWR, can you swing over/around that model to 

attack your preferred target? 

OA: Yes 

 

Pg 64 (44) - The St of a 'Free Slash' is the St of the Vehicle/Model performing the attack, plus twice their highest weapon 

St.  How is this resolved if a vehicle has no St of its own, but has a double digit St for its weapons? 

UA: The St of the Free Slash is the value represented in the weapon entry.  

 

Pg 67 (47) - As a Psychic Shooting Power counts as a basic shooting action, is it effected by any modifiers that effect 

shooting actions such as from cards turn to burn RoF increases, etc.  If yes, are there any exceptions?  I know about aim, 

but beyond that. 

OA: RoF of Psychic Attack cannot be increased by any means, it’s not a weapon. 

 

Pg 67 (47) - Under Debuffs, the 4th sentence says "There are no modifiers for any Booster WP tests...".  Should that say 

Debuff WP tests? 

OA: Yes 



 

Pg 68 (48) - Under Heavy it says that RoA is always 1 and never gains an Engage bonus. Is this for all weapons, including 

the models Melee options, regardless of the weapons profile?  Or is this saying that a heavy weapon can be used in close 

combat at a RoA of 1? 

OA:  Models Mele weapons RoA is reduced to 1, Heavy type weapon cannot be used while Engaged.  

 

Pg 71 (51) – If a model has a Generic Special Skill with a numerical value (such as Camouflage), and a card/ability is 

played to give them that Special Skill again, what happens? Do they stack? 

OA: Unless the card/ability specifically states it adds to the existing value or lower value states that cannot be increased 

by any means then use lower value of the two, otherwise use higher value  of the two.  

 

Pg 71 (51) - Cartel Agent says the model can used by any faction, is this limited to being used as a Doom Trooper, or can I 

take Faraday by himself as a Lord in my Brotherhood Army? 

OA: Yes as a Lords only. 

 

Pg 71 (51) - Does Contempt "stack" with Duelist?  

OA:  So long as you are not rerolling the reroll (ie, rerolling two different dice) then yes. 

 

Pg 71 -  Does the effect of the Dissention special skill result in reducing a squad's coherency by 1" while that squad's 

commander/acting commander is within range of the model with Dissension? 

OA: Yes. 

 

Pg 72 (52) - Doomtrooper Special Skill - ''Models with the Doomtrooper Special Skill may be paired." Do paired means 

that they become a squad = one of them is squad leader, they must follow squad coherency etc.? 

OA: Yes 

 

Pg 72 (52) - Execution for a Squad Commander says "At the beginning of the Squads Activation..." and pg 33 (13) says that 

recover from pinning/broken must happen before all other actions.  Is Execution supposed to state to do the execution 

action in place of rolling for the recovering from pinned/broken? Can a Lord perform this action in a pinned/broken 

squad he is part of? 

OA: Yes and Yes 

 

Pg 72 & 74 (52 & 54) - When a model with the guarded/shielded rule is hit by a flamer attack can another model that is 

also hit by the same flamer be used to transfer the wound effect on him? If a Character is the Primary Target, can the 

Secondary Target Guard/Shield for the Character? 

OA: Yes.  

 

Pg 72 & 74 (52 & 54) - If a Character receives multiple wounding effects, can more than one wounding effect be placed 

upon a single model via Guarding/Sheilding? 

OA: Yes, but each one individually. A model may never take "extra wound effects" in excess of its available wounds simply 

because additional Guarded/Sheilded wound effects "disappear." 

 

 



Pg 72 & 74 (52 & 54) - Can a vehilce Sheild or Guard for a model? Does a Vehicle Unit Leader have the Shielded Special 

SKill? 

OA: No. Vehicles do not suffer/recieve Wounding Effects. 

 

Pg 73 (53) - Infiltrate says the unit must be deployed within light or heavy terrain, however 'within' is only defined for 

models on Pg.35 (15).  As such must every model in the squad be within the terrain, or is a squad within the terrain if any 

part of the squad is in the terrain, like for a model? 

OA: Each model in the squad must individually be placed within terrain, while remaining within the unit's Coherency 

range. Within definition is on page 35. 

 

Pg 73 (53) - Rapid Deployment says "Any Squad with the 'Rapid Deployment' Special Skill does not deploy as normal.  Is 

the intention that the squad cannot choose to deploy as normal? 

OA: Yes. The only exception is if the unit has both Rapid Deployment and Infiltrate, it may attempt to infiltrate per that 

skill's rules.  If however the unit is unable to Infiltrate, it may not "deploy as normal" and must Rapid Deploy instead. 

 

Pg 73 (53) - Rapid Deployment says "The Deployment Point must be placed in unoccupied Open Terrain." As 'unoccupied' 

is not defined in the book, can you explain this? 

OA: A piece of (area) terrain is considered 'occupied' if there is a model currently in/on it. As such you cannot Rapidly 

Deploy into an area that has enemy models in it- consider the difficulty of landing safely and keeping an eye on Charlie to 

be too much.  

 

Pg 78 (58) - It says that a randomly determined opponent must cut my deck.  This rule tends to break the unwritten rule 

in competitive play of "never touch your opponents things."  As the cards are too big for card protectors, there are many 

ways my cards can be damaged by my opponent.  Is it acceptable to ask my opponent how many cards down he would 

like the deck cut, then count out that many in front of him and self cut?  Or is there any other way to achieve this result 

that doesn't force me to trust my opponent to treat my things the way I want them treated? 

OA: If this is such an issue, you may hold your deck towards your opponent, and ask them how many cards you should cut 

down.  

 

Pg 78 (58) - What does 'Bonded' mean? 

OA: A card which has 'Bonded: (X)' written on it may only be included in the deck if (X) is included in the army. The card 

may still be played during the game, even if (X) is removed from the game. 

 

Pg 78 (58) - The new table for resource cards only references Warlords.  Do players still get one Resource card for each 

Troop Squad Commander?  

OA: Yes 

 

Pg 82 (62) - Can Vehicles drive in Reverse? If so, how far? 

OA: Yes, but only as a Tactical Move. 

 

Pg 82-86 (62-66) - Pg 82-86 (62-66) - If something modifies Armour Value is it intended to modifer the Armor Value (A) 

of infantry, the Armor Value (AV) of vehicles, or both equally?  Ie. Can I play a gear card that modifies a squad's Armour 

Value on a Squad of Vehicles? 

OA: As both are listed as an "Armour Value," yes.  

 



Pg 87 (67) - Is an exploded vehicle removed from play, or left as terrain? 

OA: An exploded vehicle is removed from play. 

 

Pg 88 (68) -  If I make a Psychic Warlord, what Psychic powers am I allowed to take? 

OA: You may only take Psychic Powers from your own army list. These cost the points listed for that army list. For 

example, a Brotherhood Hero of the Solar System may only take Brotherhood Psychic Powers. A Bauhaus Psychic Warlord 

is not allowed any Psychic powers, as there are no Bauhaus Psychic powers.  

 

Pg 105 - How many points is completing the "corporate honour" Corporate Agenda mission since it is listed as (X) points. 

OA: The Corporate Agenda mission "corporate honour" is worth 5 mission points if completed. 

 

Pg 119 - Why can't Valerie Duval Rapid Deploy? 

OA: It just isn't her tactics. She can infiltrate though, just like the rest of the 7th Etoiles Mortants. 

 

pg 126 - Does a remaining artillery piece left after slaughtering the crew lock an attacker in close combat, effectively 

reducing his Action Points by one the following turn? 

OA: No. 

 

Pg 129 - The "Heavy Gun Support" passive ability for the Artillery Korp's "MKVII Feldblitzer Howitzerkanone" does not 

describe the AP cost the crew must spend when performing this special shooting action. I assume it works the same way 

as the "Fire the Heavy Gun" passive action, is this correct?  

OA: This is correct- 2 AP each from a minimum of 2 crewmen. 

 

Pg 133 - Can a Vulkan's "life support systems" restore an attack made by Cardinal's Blood weapons? Or a Power Attack? 

OA: Yes. 

Pg 141 - I just wanted to confirm that the Tech Warlord Tactic #4 (31st "Ironsiders" Light Armoured Record Battalion) is 

supposed to cost 0 (zero) points? Also, what is the points cost for Tech Warlord Tactic #6 (6th Diggers Combat Engineer 

Battalion)? There isn't one listed. 

OA: Yes. 

 

Pg 147 - According to the rule book, Mitch Hunter has LD 15 as a Lord. On the card he has LD 17 as a Lord. Looking at the 

other Lords in the book, LD 17 would seem to be the correct value.  

OA: LD 17 is correct. 

 

Pg 147 - The description of Fortune Favors the Brave reads "When fighting a model in CC that causes Fear (X), Mitch 

Hunter may once per Game Turn either re-roll his own RS test or force his opponent to re-roll a successful Armour test." 

Should that be "his own CC test"? 

OA: Yes. 

 

Pg 147 - The 'Dodge' on Pride's entry- what does it refer to?  Does it give him the Dodge Special Skill? 

OA: Pride does not have the 'Dodge' special skill.  The 'Dodge' Pride has is more of a non-related descriptor.  It's meant to 

explain his Impenetrable Armor value. 



 

Pg 155 – If you fail on rapid deployment and the Airbourne Cavalry immediately deactivate do they get their “Hail Mary” 

HU-E shots? 

OA: Rapid deployment says “immediately”, while “Hail Mary” clearly says the HU-E shots are a following Action Point. As 

the unit would deactivate before it could spend a following Action Point, the Hail Mary is negated. (Remember however 

the weapons still count as “fired” for purposes of reloading.  If you need a good story explanation, consider the shots arced 

wide into nothing during the mishap, or else the unit was too preoccupied with not dying to get the shot off. 

 

P:g 167 - How many AP do Purple Sharks have? 

OA: 3. 

 

Pg 177 - Strike of the Panda has Critical Force (1). What is correct value for this Ki power? 

OA: Critical Force (2) 

 

Pg 183 - Why is Hiroko is the only hero without Fearless. 

OA Hiroko should have the Fearless Special Skill.  

 

Pg 183 - Each Warlord/Lord can have up to 2 Ki powers. Hiroko already has his own Ki. Can he still buy 2 more from Ki 

list? 

OA: No, Hiroko must use the Ki Powers listed alongside his statline.  

 

Pg 183 & 193 - The Tambu No. 4 "windrider" SMG is listed with 2 different stat lines in seperate places with the same 

name. On tiger dragons its 12/11/2/0 and on the kunshu's its 12/11/1/2  are they supposed to have the same stat line or 

different names? 

OA: The weapon's statline may change from one unit to another.  This is due to unique training, unit specific ammunition, 

and other modifiers. Always use the stat line attached to that particular unit entry. 

 

Pg 189 - 'Demonsbreath Poisoned Gas: Models that are caught within a Demonsbreath Poisoned Gas Grenade SE template 

must immediately pass a Con test, otherwise they suffer an automatic Wound Effect. Armour Tests may not be taken and 

‘Impenetrable Armour’ must be rerolled.' Reroll Impenetrable Armour? You dont roll Armour. How work this vs Dodge of 

Mortificators? 

OA: Ignore all mentions of Armor tests. 'Dodge' still works. 

 

Pg 193 - As ranged ki skills count as psychic shooting which again is like basic shooting with WP, does that mean that 

Tiger Dragons may use it whithout loosing 'Flesh to Stone'-status? 

OA:  Yes.  

 

Pg 197 - Meka has Pathfinder but all walkers ignore penalties for light terrain so unless it makes it immune to test AV 

after movement it is useless skill. 

OA: The rules for Walkers changed in the development stage to what you see today. Ignore the 'Pathfinder' Special Skill 

for the Meka.  

 

 

Pg 211- How does 'Oh she's lovely' apply to 'additional Targets' of attacks such as Escalation of Light and the RB12-

19(a)'s Transference? How does it apply to models struck by a Flamer or Shotgun template, as no model is specifically 



Targeted? 

OA: Ignore 'Oh she's lovely' in such cases. 

 

Pg 217- Does the Mirrormen's Camouflaged Suit cause a -2 to WP for psychic shooting attacks? 

OA: Yes 

 

Pg 211 - Lord Dr. Diana is missing the range for her Auto-Injector. What is it? 

OA: As she is on a 40mm base, 1". 

 

Pg 223 - When the Scorpion burrows, if there is no enemy model within 5" of the token can the Scorpion "Unburrow" 

anywhere on the board or must it always come back at the token? 

OA: Treat the token as the nominated point for Rapid Deployment. 

 

Pg 225 - What is the strength of the Voltigeurs CC weapon? It reads as +6, but Vehicles don't have strength. 

OA: 16 

 

Pg 225 - What does Drone Manufacture do? It is listed among special skills but given no explanation. 

OA: Disregard it Drone Manufacture is now covered under Release the Drones. 

 

Pg 225 - Does Repurposed Alloys take an Action Point to perform? 

OA: Yes 

 

Pg 225 -  Do voltigeur drones get actions points the same turn they are spawned or do they need to wait one turn before 

they can act? 

OA: They get action points the same turn. 

 

Pg 232- Can a Brotherhood unit cast the same Art Power twice in a single turn? 

OA: No 

 

Pg 234 - What is the Ranged Type of the Cardinal's Crimson Admonition for purposes of armor? 

OA: Piercing 

 

Pg 234 -  What is the Ranged Type of the Ruddy Bloom of the Fire Flower for purposes of armor? 

OA: Plasma 

 

Pg 234 - What is the Ranged Type of the Vermillion Banner for purposes of armor? 

OA: Blast 

 

Pg 234 -  What is the Ranged Type of the Escalation of Light's initial wounding effect for purposes of armor? 

OA: Piercing 



 

Pg 234 -  Why is 'Escalation of Light' so overpowered? It seems very destructive... 

OA: Yes, indeed it is! However, remember that only 1 Psychic Shooting Attack can be made by a model per turn. Also, WP 

is used for RS when making this kind of attack and any Cover modifiers to RS are applied to WP instead. So it actually 

balances out. Additionally, the power only bounces if the target survives the hit and not if it is reduced to 0 Wounds and 

removed from the game. 

 

 

Pg 235 - Does 'The lift of the Ruby Light' mentioned in the description of 'The Visage of the Ghostly Light' apply to 'The 

Visage of the Ghostly Light' or to 'The Ascent of the Ruby Light'?  

OA: It applies to 'The Visage of the Ghostly Light.' 

 

Pg 241 & 249 - Is a Fearless model immune to IN NOMINE CARDINALIS? 

OA: Yes. 

 

Pg 245 - Can a Brotherhood Trooper Squad Leader be upgraded to an Inquisitor for 30 pts, and still given the Medic (2) 

upgrade for 15 points? 

OA: Yes. 

 

Pg 251 -  The Power of the Art says Each Brotherhood Squad must take one or two Psychic Powers. The Valkyries entry 

says the Squad may be upgraded with only one Art Power.  Can you define this more clearly? 

OA: Valkyries must take one power. They may not take two. 

 

Pg 253 -  Does a Voided model grant cover? 

OA: No 

 

Pg 253 -  Can you use the Mortificator's Dodge Special Skill on a Power Shot, Shielded wound effect, Guarded wound 

effect, template attack, attack requiring a Con test instead of Armour, or psychic attack? 

OA: Yes to all 

 

Pg 254 - The Guardiani Oblati  *may* rapid deploy but do not need to (one of three units with a special rule that makes it 

optional).  If they don't, but the Warlord does, since the Warlord is the "unit leader" for coherency purposes... where do 

they run? 

OA: They must RD when the warlord does. 

 

Pg 267 - Given Alakhai first makes a move action 1st AP, then an engage action for 2nd AP turns to burn 1 resource for + 

attacks. He kills all models in his CCWR while still having attacks remaining,  triggering 2 inch move engaging another 

model: 1) Can he then make another CC attack as he is technically in his CC phase? 2) If he kills that model will it trigger 

another 2 inch move? 3) If that move ends him in CCWR of another model can he attack that model as well if he has 

remaining attacks? 4) Do those 2 inch moves trigger sentry? 

OA:  Yes to all 

 



Pg 269 - Golgotha's Psychic Scream needs Turn to Burn 1 Card. Do you need roll WP and/or use an Action Point to use it? 

OA: As it is a flamer template, there is no WP roll needed (although remember as it is a Psychic attack it is still defended 

against with WP not Armor). This action, as it is a Psychic Shooting action, does require an Action Point. 

 

Pg 278 - What is the Type of a Hindenburg Incinerator? 

OA: Blast (A) 

 

 

(Prodos would like to thank Tom Haswell and Jim Vidlak for all their help collecting and 

collating the questions within this FAQ.) 


